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EVGA GEFORCE® RTX 2060 SUPER™, EVGA GEFORCE® RTX 2070 SUPER™ & EVGA GEFORCE® RTX
2080 SUPER™ GAMING CARDS

The EVGA GeForce® RTX 2060 SUPER™, EVGA GeForce® RTX 2070 SUPER™ & EVGA GeForce® RTX 2080
SUPER™ gaming cards were designed to bring the best cooling, the best overclocking, the best RGB to new
performance levels and price points.

NVIDIA® TURING
The new GeForce RTX SUPER Series cards deliver everything you need to rule your game. They’re powered by
the Turing architecture and feature more cores and higher clocks. This gives you up to 25% faster performance
than the original RTX 20 Series and 6X the performance of previous-generation 10 Series GPUs.

See every game come alive with super-fast ray tracing that delivers physically accurate shadows, reflections, and
lighting. And tap into Tensor Cores for super-powerful AI-processing. Advanced memory, performance boosts, and
processing technologies make these GPUs the perfect weapon for hardcore gamers. Gear up and get super
powers.

EVGA GeForce® RTX 2060 SUPER™
The EVGA GeForce® RTX 2060 SUPER™ brings the entry point for real-time ray-tracing, NVIDIA DLSS, and true
4K gaming to more gamers than ever. Improving what the EVGA GeForce RTX™ 2060 started, the new EVGA
GeForce® RTX 2060 SUPER™ adds 8GB of VRAM, a more powerful GPU, and brings premium features like a full
metal backplate and RGB down to the GeForce 2060-series cards.

EVGA GeForce® RTX 2070 SUPER™
The EVGA GeForce® RTX 2070 SUPER™ brings performance from a class above. With Dual fan cards in 2 and
2.75 slot varieties, a single fan blower model and our top of the line FTW3 triple fan card, EVGA has you covered
with every possible size and performance level of GeForce® RTX 2070 SUPER™.

EVGA GeForce® RTX 2080 SUPER™
The EVGA GeForce® RTX 2080 SUPER™ brings performance of a true enthusiast graphics family. With Dual fan
cards in 2 and 2.75 slot varieties, our top of the line FTW3 triple fan card, and multiple water-cooling offerings, the
2080 SUPER is simply the best.

When it comes to GPU performance, CUDA® Cores are king. With EVGA GeForce® RTX 2060 SUPER™, EVGA
GeForce® RTX 2070 SUPER™ & EVGA GeForce® RTX 2080 SUPER™, gaming cards, the number of CUDA®
Cores increases and so does the performance. Expect real-world performance improvements that you can feel!

EVGA iCX2
EVGA's patented iCX revolutionized graphics card cooling from the inside out. iCX was designed to detect
everything to cool "hot spots" and utilized interactive cooling to ensure "Peace of Mind Gaming". With 11 patents
granted and pending. iCX granted users control over the functionality and information related to iCX graphics cards
via EVGA's Precision XOC software.

iCX2 Cooling
At the heart of iCX2 is iCX Cooling, which refers to the baseplate, heatpipes, VRM and memory cooling, thermal
pads, and fan design. The brain of iCX2, iCX Technology, detects temperatures at various points on the graphics
card and adjusts asynchronous fans to provide the correct airflow for each area of the card.

iCX2 Technology
EVGA iCX2 Technology leverages patented sensors and micro control processors with asynchronous fans to
interactively-cool your graphics card. With 9 additional thermal sensors on the graphics card, EVGA iCX2
Technology can track emerging hotspots and direct iCX2 Cooling to beat the heat. Asynchronous fans cool only the
areas that need cooling, which keeps your card quieter at all times. Through EVGA Precision X1, you can also
monitor every iCX2 sensor and control each fan. With EVGA iCX2 Technology, you can let your graphics card
worry about its own temperatures for a change and truly enjoy Peace of Mind Gaming.

Precision X1
Introducing EVGA Precision X1. With a brand new layout, completely new codebase, new features and more, the
new EVGA Precision X1 software is faster, easier and better than ever.
Real-time monitoring through the power connector and PCIe bus available in the all-new EVGA Precision X1!

RTX in Blockbuster Games
Several upcoming PC gaming blockbusters are being enhanced with NVIDIA® ray tracing.

Cyberpunk 2077
For Cyberpunk 2077, NVIDIA is an official technology partner working with CD PROJEKT RED to bring real-time
ray tracing to the game.
“Ray tracing allows us to realistically portray how light behaves in a crowded urban environment,” said Adam
Badowski, Head of Studio, CD PROJEKT RED. “Thanks to this technology, we can add another layer of depth and
verticality to the already impressive megacity the game takes place in.”

Watch Dogs® Legion


